
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-4: /ē/

Spelling Words Review

cookie

repeating

thief

agree 

thirteen 

honey

jelly

speaking

brief

breeze

  beetle

shiny

seamstress

season

leader 

freezing

slimy

stream 

eager

relieved

cotton

building

cousin

Challenge

receipt

achieve 

Answer the questions.

1.  Which two letters make the /ē/ sound in the word, thief?         ______________________

2.  Which letter makes the /ē/ sound in the word, slimy?                 ______________________

3.  Which spelling word begins with the /ē/ sound?         ______________________

4.  Identify the spelling word that has three syllables and contains the            ______________________
 

            /ē/ sound in the second syllable. 
     

                 
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a sweet, sticky substance made by bees                     _________________________

6.  to have the same opinion as someone else                             _________________________

7.  reassured; not feeling worried or stressed any longer                               _________________________

8.  a woman who sews                _________________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    iyhsn      ___________________     hint: able to reflect light  

10.  rebfi              ___________________    hint: lasting only a short time

11.  eltebe          ___________________    hint: an insect with a hard protective shell 

12.  tamers         ___________________     hint: a small river or creek 
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Name: _________________________________                                               List D-4: /ē/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

cookie breeze leader freezing

speaking jelly thirteen season

13.  Lucas ate a peanut butter and  ________________________  sandwich for lunch.  

14.  Autumn bought a chocolate chip  ________________________  from the bake shop.          

15.  “It is polite to listen carefully when someone else is  ________________________,” Mrs. Peebles 

                                    told her fourth grade class.        
 
16.  Josiah is twelve, but in a couple weeks he will be turning  ________________________.   

17. Mr. Chiu's preschool class played a game of Follow-the-________________________.  

18. Winter is Alyssa's favorite  ________________________. 

19. When you go outside today, you are going to need your heavy winter coat, a hat, scarf, 

and gloves because it is  ________________________. 

20. There is a light  ________________________  today, so it's perfect weather for flying my kite. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word refers to a child of your uncle or aunt? ___________________________

22. Name the review word that is another word for “structure.”  ___________________________

23. Which review word refers to a fluffy substance that is used    ___________________________

to make fabric?  

24. Which two letters make the /ē/ sound in the word receipt? ___________________________

25. Which two letters make the /ē/ sound in the word achieve? ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-4: /ē/

Spelling Words Review

cookie

repeating

thief

agree 

thirteen 

honey

jelly

   speaking

   brief

   breeze

   beetle

   shiny

   seamstress

season 

leader

freezing

slimy

stream

 eager

 relieved

cotton

building

cousin

Challenge

receipt

achieve 

Answer the questions.

1.  Which two letters make the /ē/ sound in the word, thief?         ie

2.  Which letter makes the /ē/ sound in the word, slimy?                 y

3.  Which spelling word begins with the /ē/ sound?         eager

4.  Identify the spelling word that has three syllables and contains the            repeating
 

            /ē/ sound in the second syllable. 
     

                 
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a sweet, sticky substance made by bees                          honey

6.  to have the same opinion as someone else                                    agree

7.  reassured; not feeling worried or stressed any longer                                      relieved 

8.  a woman who sews      seamstress
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    iyhsn      shiny               hint: able to reflect light  

10.  rebfi              brief          hint: lasting only a short time

11.  eltebe          beetle          hint: an insect with a hard protective shell 

12.  tamers         stream          hint: a small river or creek 
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Name: _________________________________                                               List D-4: /ē/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

cookie breeze leader freezing

speaking jelly thirteen season

13.  Lucas ate a peanut butter and jelly sandwich for lunch.  

14.  Autumn bought a chocolate chip cookie from the bake shop.          

15.  “It is polite to listen carefully when someone else is speaking,” Mrs. Peebles 

                                told her fourth grade class.        
 
16. Josiah is twelve, but in a couple weeks he will be turning thirteen.   

17. Mr. Chiu's preschool class played a game of Follow-the-Leader.  

18. Winter is Alyssa's favorite season. 

19. When you go outside today, you are going to need your heavy winter coat, a hat, scarf, 

and gloves because it is freezing. 

20. There is a light breeze today, so it's perfect weather for flying my kite. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word refers to a child of your uncle or aunt?        cousin 

22. Name the review word that is another word for “structure.”         building 

23. Which review word refers to a fluffy substance that is used           cotton 

to make fabric?  

24. Which two letters make the /ē/ sound in the word receipt?        ei

25. Which two letters make the /ē/ sound in the word achieve?        ie
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